assay that is adapted to interrogate chromatin accessibility from small cell numbers.
INTRODUCTION
30 Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin with high throughput Sequencing (ATAC-seq) is developed to profile 31 chromatin accessibility from small cell numbers, making it uniquely suited to study epigenomic profiles of human 32 clinical samples with a systems biology approach (Buenrostro et al., 2013) . ATAC-seq generates libraries via a 33 simple two-step protocol using hyperactive Tn5 transposase, which inserts itself to open chromatin sites and 34 generates double-strand breaks. ATAC-seq is attracting a growing interest in genomics applications due to its simple 35 protocol, high sensitivity, and low expectations for starting material amounts (500-50,000 cells) (Tsompana and 36 Buck, 2014) . Therefore, data processing and management of samples generated by this new assay is becoming an 37 important first step to study the open chromatin sites in diverse human cells. 41 Traditional way of next generation sequencing (NGS) data pre-processing is based on running a series of command-42 line applications, which requires good programming skills and ability to work in the UNIX environment (Fig. 1) . 43 Several integrated platforms exist to help in managing and building pipelines for NGS data pre-processing e.g. 
81
82 User can remotely handle sample data files for processing by either keeping them in the same parent directory and 83 putting only pre-processed results in the main project and sub-project directories or by first copying compressed 84 files into the project directory, unzips them and then process them. Additionally, I-ATAC allows user to 85 automatically create and submit one sequential job (Unix based Secure Shell Scripts) for multiple samples, as well 86 as, creating and submitting multiples parallel jobs for multiple samples (one for each).
87
88 DATA PROCESSING AND RESULTS 89 We have applied I-ATAC to several publicly available ATAC-seq datasets in GM12878 and CD4+ T cells to 90 process these samples with the help of an easy to use software platform. Along with the recommended settings for 91 tools that we use for pre-processing, the only input to the I-ATAC is the path to the directory where ATAC-seq 92 samples (single or paired end) can be found (FASTQ files). With just one click operation (by pressing "Run ATAC-93 Seq" button), it automatically connects and interacts with the data cluster to locate sample data files, writes 94 command line instructions, manipulates (copy, paste, unzip) compressed input files, loads compilers & interpreters, 95 calls applications, creates shell scripts, generates multiple, parallel, sequential and customized data analysis 96 pipelines, submits and queues jobs, creates output directory structure, processes data files, places output data files in 97 relevant directories, sets notifications and disconnects to the connected data cluster (Fig. 5) . 
